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Register HK Event: When the World Went South:
Contemporary Art Practice in the Global South and the
Making of Our Times (Jun 28, 6:30pm HKT)

The rise of powerful voices from the global South in the late twentieth century brought new
ideas about democracy, the aims of economic growth, the nature of inequality, the making of
restorative justice, and the critical place of sustainability in preserving the biosphere along
with novel ways of seeing the world through literature and the visual arts. 

In this talk, Professor Mark Bradley will focus on the growing centrality of the South in
contemporary visual culture through a consideration of the transnational circuits shaping
contemporary art practice in Southeast Asia in the 1990s. Join the talk on June 28 at
6:30pm via Zoom now.

REGISTER HK WEBINAR

Register HK Webinar: Better, Faster, Richer: ChatGPT’s
Impact on Investment Decision-Making (Jul 6, 8:30pm)

Since the generative Artificial Intelligence (AI) tool ChatGPT gained popularity at the end of
2022, financial professionals have been impressed with the tool’s disruptive capabilities
across various industries. The use of ChatGPT in investment decision-making has led
finance professionals to have heated discussions about AI’s merits and its unlimited
potential.

In this webinar, Professor Maximilian Muhn from the University of Chicago Booth School
of Business, Professor David Hagmann from the Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology, and Mark McDonald from HSBC will discuss ChatGPT’s impact on investment
from an academic research perspective, and actual application from an expert in the
banking industry. Register for the webinar on July 6 at 8:30pm now.

REGISTER HK WEBINAR

Register HK Webinar: “Billionaire Secrets”: Bias In The
Luxury Real Estate Market (Jul 13, 8:30pm HKT)

Luxury real estate is expanding rapidly in major global cities around the world. But who can
afford the exorbitant prices and are the residences occupied or left empty and maintained
only for investment purposes? How does the top one percent of the one percent gain access
to such luxury and are the units really luxury at all?  

Join us for this unique program on July 13 at 8:30pm HKT, which will feature the first
“billionaire” to expose subtle and systemic bias in the luxury real estate market that
determines who gets top-of-the-line home amenities and bragging rights for the highest
floors with the best views.

REGISTER HK WEBINAR
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